






























With the deceptively simple TIBO Smart Audio family of products, users can create a multiroom, multiplay sound 
system via TIBO app in seconds . All TIBO Smart Audio products feature the following technologies:

“The Vogue 3 is a fine wireless speaker.
Offers versatility and compatibility others don't.”

“TIBO app is really easy to set-up and loud/noisy with a superb thump, 
thanks to a bass port at the back.  I’m really impressed with it.”

“I found the TIBO Sphere 4 black version of this speaker to be more than aesthetically pleasing. The speakers and 
control panels are still round, giving a lovely juxtaposition to the housing that the speakers actually sit in.”

TIBO Legacy 5+ & SIA75
 - The Amazing Speaker Combination!

What The Critics Say...

“TIBO Bond Mini is a great solution to the modern problem of upgrading old stereos, without spending 
hundreds of pounds. This is a really great upgrade to an old style system for the price.”

“Bond Mini sound performance is really good, resolution is fine.”

“I am bound to say the TIBO Kameleon 6 sound pretty good to me, there’s bags of power
 here, low end thump and the detail is really impressive if you care to listen closely.”

“There are buttons on Sphere 4 that let you play, pause and skip tracks as well as adjust the volume - the speaker even 
has five presets that you can assign to various streaming services and playlists!”

“There are buttons on TIBO Sphere 2 that let you play, pause and skip tracks as well as adjust the volume - 
the speaker even has five presets that you can assign to various streaming services and playlists!”

“The bigger brother to the TIBO Kameleon 4, you get all the benefits of the smaller speaker 
but with a more powerful sound that will easily fill your room.”

You can connect the speaker either via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth but there's also an auxiliary port so 
you can play music stored on devices that don't have Bluetooth or Wi-Fi

“The Sphere 4 control panels are still round, giving a lovely juxtaposition to
the housing that the speakers actually sit in.”

“TIBO SIA50 added their multiroom networking device to the unit, and let 
me start by saying, it works quite well.”

“TIBO SIA50 The build quality is quite amazing. Alumiums cabinet and nice terminals and measures only 190 x 52 x 139mm (WxHxD).
Easy access to direct presets on the front and the volume knob.” 
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“There’s a good amount of detail here too, setting synthesizers and electric instruments against the
acoustic percussion in a decent amount of space without them sounding at all detached.”

“Sphere 2 the bass in this thing is mighty, and the volume is louder than you’re 
likely to ever want or need in a home environment.”

“The Sphere 2 is a stylish speaker”

“Using the TIBO App I am straight into my
listening playlists, the App is pretty intuitive.”

“I really cannot see what there is to worry about with this digital streaming solution - Bond mini.”

“I love this crazy TIBO Bond Mini.”

“Kameleon Touch Sound performance is good, high and mid tones are crisp and precise.”

“Kameleon 6 sounded great. The quality of sound was perfect, being crisp and clean and with plenty of bass. The  
speaker is certainly 'room-filling' and, thanks to the WiFi connectivity, it can pair with other compatible speakers, to 
act like a group; all streaming the same track.”

“Kameleon Touch the sound and build quality is good, I like that you
can interchange the panels to suit your mood and it has Alexa built in.”

“The Sphere 2 is a stylish speaker. It carries the same speaker conguration and has 
a similar design. However, the Tibo speaker has the upper hand, as it 
can be paired with another Sphere speaker to create a multi-room setup.”
“TIBO app is really easy to set-up and loud/noisy with a superb thump, thanks to a 
bass port at the back.  I’m really impressed with it.”

“Not only TIBO app is easy to set-up and just as easy to group with other Kameleon
speakers to create a multi-room audio system.”

“You can connect TIBO Sphere 6 speaker either via Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth but there's also an auxiliary port so you can play 
music stored on devices that don't have Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.”

“The TIBO SIA75 amplifier and Legacy 5+ floor speakerare
the perfect pair for a party at home”

“The TIBO Kameleon 6 speaker even has five presets that you can assign to various streaming services and playlists!”
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We have given the Kameleon its name from the well-known animal, which changes colour in seconds. The 
TIBO Kameleon range does the same. With each of the product you get three sets of end panels enabling you 
to match the decor of your home for each room.
 

The range consist of three Smart Audio speakers where the smallest, Kameleon Touch, includes Amazon Tap to 
Talk function enabling you to set alarms, timers, get answers, order food etc. The larger two Smart Audio 
speakers, Kameleon 4 and 6, offer immense sound performance never seen on similar speakers with similar 
size. You can stream to all products via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi or use Line inputs for connecting external sources 
like TV, turntable etc. Each product feature 5 different presets for storing your favourite Worldwide internet radio 
stations. 
 

The TIBO Kameleon products are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio 
set-up by using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. 
Music can be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the 
whole home.

Kameleon
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TIBO Choros range features four separate Smart Audio speakers which work individually or can be played as 
a group. The Choros range was developed with the space conscious user in mind by creating a range of 
speakers with a limited footprint without compromising on the TIBO sound quality. 
 

The smallest speaker in the range, Choros TAP features Amazon Tap to Talk technology enabling you to set 
alarms, timers, get answers, order food etc. The Choros Porta is a great choice where space is limited and for 
bringing along on holidays etc. Choros 4 & 6 both offer fantastic room filling sound and you can even charge 
your mobile device from both products.
 

You can stream to all products via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or Line inputs for connecting external sources like TV, turntable 
etc. Each product features 5 different presets for storing your favourite Worldwide internet radio stations. 
 

The TIBO Choros products are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio 
set-up by using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. 
Music can be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the 
whole home.

Choros
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When designing the contemporary Sphere range - 2, 4 and 6, we wanted to set new standards for portable 
sound performance without compromising on sound quality especially the bass response area. Each product 
offers a chargeable battery with more than 8 hours music playback. Due to the portability, they can be 
enjoyed everywhere. The Sphere is available in multiple colours. You can stream via Bluetooth when you are 
out and about and connect the Sphere to Wi-Fi at home. Each product has Line in for connecting external 
sources such as TV etc. and offers 5 different presets for your favourite Worldwide internet radio stations. 
The TIBO Sphere products are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio 
set-up by using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. 
Music can be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the 
whole home.

Sphere
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The Vogue speakers show TIBO’s long tradition in creating great designed products by using traditional 
craftsmanship. Both Vogue 1 and 3 have a traditional design with portability, which has never been seen 
before in affordable Smart Audio products. The construction of the Vogue 3 takes several days to hand make 
due to the curved cabinet and overall structure. By using rounded cabinets, we have ensured no standing 
waves inside the cabinets - Leading to perfect bass performance, which can be very difficult to achieve 
in portable speaker. The Vogue range is a great choice where space is limited and for bringing along on 
holidays etc.
 

You can connect to both products via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or Line inputs for external sources like TV, turntable etc. 
Each product features 5 presets for storing your favourite Worldwide internet radio stations. 
 

The TIBO Vogue products are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio 
set-up by using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. 
Music can be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the 
whole home.

Vogue
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We believe that the best sound is created in stereo, which is the reason why we have stuck to our beliefs 
and built a range of traditional Hi-Fi but added a modern twist by including Wi-Fi streaming to most of the 
TIBO Classics. When you use a TIBO Classic Smart Audio amplifier, we have ensured that our long 
tradition in creating great sounding Hi-Fi separates will continue. We are sure you will not be disappointed 
when listening to our new Smart Audio amplifiers. A great feature for all Smart Audio amplifiers is the 
option to share connected separates and TV all over the home so you can enjoy undisturbed sound wherever 
you find yourself in the home.  
With a range of three different amplifiers, ranging from the compact 2 x 50W SIA50 to the 2 x 150W powerhouse 
combination of Smart Streamer / Power Amplifier, we are sure you will find a product matching your criteria for 
perfect sound. 
The TIBO Classics are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio set-up by 
using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. Music can 
be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the whole home.

Traditional Hi-Fi With A Modern Twist
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TIBO SIA50 Wi-Fi / Bluetooth amplifier and bookshelf Harmony 4 
speakers make up a great combination for streaming Hi-Fi stereo 
sound

Simple, but so advanced…..
The TIBO SIA75 with a pair of Legacy 3+ is all you would ever need for 
Internet Radio, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi stereo streaming in high resolution 
audio format
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SIA75

Worlds first High-End Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth music system 
features TIBO Smart Streamer 
- pre-amplifier and PA150 - 
power amplifier combined 
with Legacy 5+ floorstanding 
speakers
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Hi-Fi loudspeakers are close to our heart at TIBO. We have more than 60 years of experience in building 
affordable great sounding handcrafted speakers. Even in today’s World, we believe the best sound is 
achieved through a good pair of stereo speakers. 

Our passive speakers are divided into two ranges - Harmony and Legacy. Harmony offers great three 
ranges of budget Hi-Fi speakers available in contemporary black and white ash. The Legacy range consists 
of three speakers, available in both light oak and black ash. Legacy offers incredible bass due to the 
downward facing bass reflex ports, used on both bookshelf speakers making them easy to place on a 
shelf etc.

Hi-Fi Loudspeakers
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The TIBO Bond range offers you an easy upgrade to Wi-Fi and the TIBO Ecosystem. We have created four 
great add-ons each built with an individual personality albeit part of the TIBO Ecosystem. You can connect 
Bond Mini to any traditional amplifier/receiver or Bluetooth speakers and you will have high resolution audio 
streaming in seconds. Alternatively add a Bond 2 and on top of Wi-Fi you will be streaming Bluetooth. We have 
added a 7 pin DIN connector for connecting powered active speakers without having the need for any Hi-Fi 
stereo system taking up valuable space. Bond 3 features an optical out connection enabling you to stream 
music digitally to an existing amplifier. Furthermore, it comes with an USB input, by which you can steam music 
files over your network. At the top of the Bond range sits the TIBO Bond 4, which not only have Bluetooth and 
Wi-Fi Streaming but also features a built in digital 2 x 25W amplifier, which is perfect if you have a great pair of 
stereo speakers you really love. 
The TIBO Bond products are part of the TIBO Hi-Fi Ecosystem and can be added to a smart home audio set-up 
by using the TIBO app. You can stream Spotify, TIDAL, Napster, TuneIn, iHeartRadio and many more. Music 
can be played to one TIBO product and different music to another or play the same source across the whole 
home.

Bond
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The TIBO range of Plus speakers is developed with a single purpose in mind - Namely to create an easy to 
install stereo Hi-Fi solution offering great sound and a wealth of connections. By combining an active speaker 
with a passive speaker, we have created a good value alternative to the TIBO Smart Audio range. Just Plug and 
Play. Flawless as speakers for your PC, ideal to use with turntable and a fantastic way to improve the sound of 
your TV, making them perfect for audiophiles and the design conscious alike. 
 

Simply pair the speakers using the included remote control with your Bluetooth enabled device and stream 
your music library, internet radio, or services like Spotify, TIDAL etc at CD sound quality. In addition to Bluetooth, 
the Plus range comes with standard RCA phono and 3.5mm connections to connect just about any Hi-Fi 
source. For TVs, CD/DVD and Blu-ray players there is an optical digital input. 
If you would like the Plus speakers to be part of your TIBO Ecosystem - Simply add a TIBO Bond Mini.

Plus
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